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Disclaimer: 

Nothing in this document is to be considered legal advice.  The document may

be quoted so long as sufficient text is included to put the quote in context.  The

document may be shared via email or any other media so long as it is complete.

Preface:

I write this with some reservations, but still, it needs to be written.  I may well

be one of the few who has lived through a majority of these events and still has

a fairly clear recollection of them.  That said, we begin.

Who is the target of this document?  It is for the individual who still believes in

Government, and still believes that Leadership is honest and honorable.  It is

for the individual who cannot or will not see the criminal nature of Leadership.  

While one might like to use the phrase “Government”, anything that one might

attribute to the “elusive Government”, is actually the policy or directive of

Leadership.  And so, this construction will focus on human beings that bring

about the criminal activity in the name of governance.

Supporting all factual information presented would, in my opinion, make the

construction boring, and to many people, unmanageable.  The idea is to

provide a connection of dots that allows the reader to see the true nature of

Leadership.  Therefore, facts presented may, or may not be supported.  If not

supported, it is up to the reader to either confirm or dispel the information

provided.   

THE CIVIL WAR
Where to begin?  A critical review of history, beginning in 1789, would provide

many criminal acts on which to begin this treatise.  However, beginning with

the Civil War may be a good place to start.  

When the Southern Delegates walked out of Congress, that legislative body

adjourned sin die (without day).  They set no date to reconvene, therefore, in a

legal sense this legislative body ceased to exist.  Following that event, President

Lincoln declared war on the Southern States, an action that he was not

empowered to do, therefore, it was criminal!  Only Congress could declare war,
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therefore, Lincoln acted unlawfully (read criminally) in this declaration of war. 

Lincoln then declared martial law, and using the power of martial law brought

former Northern-Congressional-Delegates back into session.  Thus, Lincoln

created a legislative body sitting under the lethal force provided by the bayonet

and the musket, not a properly constituted legislative body.  As a result, this

illegally created Congress did not represent the will of the people, they

represented the will of those in control of the bayonets and muskets that held

them captive.

We all know the outcome of the Civil War, but what we may not know is that

Lincoln was assassinated before he could terminate the martial law he had

invoked, and no empowered Leader has since terminated it.  Therefore,

Congress is still setting under the bayonet of martial law, which is to say that

Congress is setting as an illegal legislative body and NOT setting as a

Constitutionally-empowered legislative body.  To this day they are still

setting under the martial law invoked by Lincoln, and this gives them an

entirely different nature or status than they would have as a Constitutionally-

empowered legislative body.  Seems a little criminal to me, how about you?  

It especially seems criminal when this is not made part of Government

(Leadership)-controlled public education.  This places public school teachers in

the tale about The Emperor’s New Clothes.  For those who may not be familiar

with this tale, this is the general theme.

The Emperor's New Clothes is a tale by Hans Christian Andersen about two

weavers (Tailors) who promise the Emperor a new suit of clothes, which is

invisible to those who are unfit for their station or position, stupid, or

incompetent. This non-sense is spread to all the people throughout the

Emperor’s realm.  Therefore, when the Emperor appears in public,

completely naked, all the people know that they must not notice the

Emperor’s nakedness for it would mean they are not fit for their station in

life.  Thus, the people pretend not to notice the Emperor is naked.

And so it is for today’s public school teacher.  To notice that the Emperor has

no clothes, or to notice that Congress is not setting as a properly constituted

legislative body would, since the teacher works for the government, put the
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teacher at risk of losing his, or her, job.  As a result, they are not free to teach

the truth!  Therefore, they are not free to truly educate the children of the

United States.  The school system is a foundational part of the fraud

perpetrated by deception!  Moving on...

FREEING THE NEGRO SLAVE
Without going into the details of the original Thirteenth Amendment to the

Constitution, it is sufficient to say that there is considerable evidence that the

original Thirteenth Amendment was illegally set aside by Leadership, and

replaced with the [second] Thirteenth Amendment that freed the Negro slave. 

The reader can certainly research this issue himself.

Before continuing on, it is probably necessary that I provide a little bio

information.  This year, 2015, I am 68-years of age and will turn 69 in October. 

I am a White Man (Caucasian) who, as a young man, believed the lies I was fed. 

However, not being STUPID, I was eventually able to see the lies for what they

were, and I am not willing to support the dis-honor of United States Leadership

under any guise when the whole of Leadership’s agenda is to enslave the people

of the United States and engage in wholesale murder of other people.  That

said, I continue.

Strangely enough, even though the Negro slave had been freed by the [second]

Thirteenth Amendment, the courts of the white establishment were denying the

freed slave standing in court.  This prevented the former Negro slave from

obtaining recourse and remedy.  One could defraud a freed slave of everything

for which he had worked and without standing in court the former slave had no

recourse or remedy in the courts of the United States.  Given:

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness.” – Declaration of Independence

There are those who may argue that the Declaration of Independence has no

standing as a legal document since it was written when we were, technically,

still under English rule.  Any individual setting forth such an argument would
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be in error.  Yes, the Declaration of Independence was written when we were

still under English rule, but then we picked up our guns and we made it stick. 

Therefore, it gained standing under a test of arms!  Another fact not taught

in public schools.

The phrase “all men” would be equivalent to all man-kind.  It would not exclude

women, nor would it exclude any man or woman of the land who bleeds

with a different dna or ethnicity than yourself.

The reference to a man or woman of the land who bleeds is, of course, a

reference to a living man or living woman, or if you prefer, a living soul. 

Bleeding is a sign of LIFE, or LIVING.  A dead person does not bleed.  The

concept of living is a vitally important concept as will be revealed as matters

unfold.

Thus, given the language above, taken from the Declaration of Independence, it

is clear that Leadership is already on the road to criminal behavior in denying

another man (the former Negro slave) an equality with other fellow human

beings (other men) in the United States.  But criminality of Leadership certainly

doesn’t end there!

In view of the white establishment of the 1860's, the denial of standing in court

was based on the legal position that although the slave had been freed, he had 

no citizenship status.  Without citizenship the former Slave could not be granted

standing in court.  In the eyes of the court, the freed slave was no different

than a freed cow.  The freed Negro slave certainly was not viewed as a man as

that term was used in the Declaration of Independence, for if he were, how

could he be denied his unalienable (not civil) rights?  Therefore, Leadership has

applied selective interpretation to the Declaration of Independence rather than

general or usual interpretation.  This being one of the methods of engaging in

criminal behavior and continues to this day.

The next Amendment, the Fourteenth, ostensibly provides the freed Negro slave

with citizenship, but it too was a ruse (a trick).
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Original citizenship was State Citizenship, that was because the States were

free and independent-Nations at the ratification of the Constitution  in 1789. 1

Thus, the original Citizen of the republic of these united States of America, is

the State Citizen.  However, the Fourteenth Amendment made the freed Negro

Slave a dual citizen, a State citizen, and a United States citizen, with

obligations and duties to each of these two classes of citizenship.  It is 1868

and this is the first time United States citizenship is mention in law.  And the

trick that is being applied is that United States citizenship emanates from a

jurisdiction that is foreign  to the republic of these united States of America.2

For the less sophisticated reader, it is important to note that there is a

reference to a State Citizen with an uppercase “C”, and to a State citizen with a

lowercase “c”, and that the reference to United States citizen is also a lowercase

“c”.   Uppercase “Citizen” does not equal lowercase “citizen” [Citizen �citizen],3

they are not one and the same status or class of citizenship.  What the white

Leadership did here was to create a lower-class of citizenship (United States

citizen) for the freed Negro slave.  United States citizenship status is subject to

the jurisdiction in which it was created, Washington, District of Columbia.

The Congress shall have Power: ...To exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases

whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square) as may, by Cession of

particular States, and the acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the Government

of the United States, and to exercise like Authority over all Places purchased by the

Consent of the Legislature of the State in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of

Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful Buildings; – Constitution for

the United States, Article I, Section 8, Clause 17

This language gives Congress exclusive legislative authority over the jurisdiction

that ultimately has become known as the District of Columbia.  That

 Making of an obligation.  Every degree by which the extent of a debt or obligation is ascertained, is
1

a decree of Constitution. – Oxford English Dictionary

 Washington, District of Columbia, from which United States citizenship emanates, is outside the republic
2

of these united States of America.  It is not inclusive, it is exclusive.

 Most people who read the Constitution for the United States would not notice the use of an uppercase “C”
3

on “Citizen” in the organic Constitution, and the lowercase “c” on “citizen” in the Fourteenth Amendment.  If they did
notice, they would probably think it was an oversight.  However, they would be wrong.  “Citizen” does not equal
“citizen”, they are not one and the same class of citzen/Citizen.
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exclusive legislative jurisdiction extends to anything owned by the District (now

the corporate UNITED STATES), such as Guam, Wake, Virgin Islands, American

Samoa, Puerto Rico, et alia (and others).  It is a jurisdiction foreign to the

republic of these united States of America.  It is not inclusive, it is exclusive. 

And Congress may make any un-constitutional law it wishes for this

jurisdiction without regard to the Constitution!  It is in this foreign jurisdiction

from which the income tax laws emanate.  Income taxes are not of the republic

of these united States of America, they are of the foreign jurisdiction of the

District of Columbia.   And your obligation to pay income tax is by virtue of

your social security contract.  But, for reason unknown, Leadership,

exercising control over the curriculum of the public school system, does not

inform the American people of this fact, nor do they make a periodic and

repetitive public service announcement even though they know this

information is not general public knowledge.  But, as we learn, we see there are

a lot of facts of which we are not informed.

With the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress (Leadership) assigned a lower-class

of citizenship to an unsuspecting segment of the population that had no ability

to comprehend what was being done to them, and virtually no one in the white

population comprehended it either, even to this day.  Thus, the Negro

population was made subject to the un-constitutional law of the District of

Columbia.  And that is the way things would run for the Negro population for

many years, decade after decade.

It would not be until the creation of Social Security in the 1930's that the white

population would be suckered into claiming United States citizenship on their

Social Security application, thus, subjecting themselves to the income tax

obligations, duties and unconstitutional laws of citizenship in the District of

Columbia.  For example, a United States citizen cannot carry a loaded gun in

his car to protect himself and his family, an un-Constitutional law in the

republic but not in the foreign jurisdiction of the District of Columbia.

Location of United States: “The United States  is located in the District of Columbia.” 4

Nineteen Corpus Juris Secundum 541  

 Corporate, not Republic of.
4
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While the Fourteenth Amendment was passed in the aftermath of the Civil War,

in 1868, it is now well enough known that England had sent its provocateurs

[trouble makers] to Washington, D.C. to successfully stir up trouble between

the Union States to create Civil War if that were possible.  Well, England, more

specifically, the English Bankers who were the financing behind the

provocateurs, were successful and the Civil War unfolded to their delight.

  

WAR WITH THE BANKERS

The point is that we Americans have been at war with the English Bankers

and/or Bankers in general, since the Revolutionary War and before.  It was

England (read English Bankers) who loaned the United States money in order

that the United States’ may pay its debts from the Revolutionary War, thus

becoming our creditor, and it was English Bankers behind the War of 1812

when their Central Bank here in the United States did not get its twenty-year

charter renewed in 1811.  In the following extract, the word “conflict” is

synonymous with the word “war”.

Mr. Calvini: "NO... no, no.  The IBBC is a bank.  Their objective isn't to

control the conflict, it's to control the DEBT that the conflict

produces.  You see, the real value of a conflict, the true

value, is in the DEBT that it creates.  You control the debt,

you control everything.  You find this upsetting, yes.  But this

is the very essence of the banking industry, to make us all,

whether we be nations or individuals, slaves to debt." – The

International

I had never heard it put so well as set forth here.  Here is the truth of wars

going back to the 1800's and probably beyond.  Wars make Bankers, and their

buddies, richer.  It gives them more control over everything, including our lives

and our country.  It’s that simple and we need to get it in our head that this is

what’s taking place.  The role of Leadership and the Mainstream Media (or, if

you prefer, the Mainstream Misleadia), is to psychologically profile the minds of

the American people, to brainwash them into believing that WAR is necessary,

and only they (Leadership) stand in the way of monstrous evil.  And we seem to
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keep falling for it every time they push our buttons or pull our strings.

Because we keep falling for it, we’ll take a look at some of the mind

manipulations that have taken place, both large and small.  We’ll begin with

Pearl Harbor, but before we do, we need to briefly cover another topic.

Leadership: Two Kinds
There are two kinds of Leadership in the United States.  First, there is the

visible Leadership, this is a reference to the Leadership whom we elect and who

is openly visible.  At the Federal Level this is primarily Congress and the

President. 

It is the invisible Leadership that is treacherous and dangerous beyond normal

comprehension.  

"The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous he
cannot believe it exists. The American mind simply has not come to a realization of the
evil which has been introduced into our midst.  It rejects even the assumption that human
creatures could espouse a philosophy which must ultimately destroy all that is good and
decent." - J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI from 1924 to 1972. 

While this may have been true in the past, there is now a sizable segment of

the population that sees Leadership for the criminals they are, although the

degree varies.  But the numbers of American Citizens seeing Leadership for the

criminals they are grows every day.  All it takes is information, and a

willingness to learn.

“The mark of a stupid man is NOT that he does not know, it is that he does not want to know.” –
Michael H. Keehn

And, unfortunately, this now includes many teachers.

This invisible Leadership controls the actions, policies, directives, executive

orders and voting of our elected officials to the benefit of their goals, objectives

and interests, to the exclusion of the interests of the people.  And this is true in

virtually all countries (See the video: Confessions of an Economic Hit Man - John

Perkins, available in both book, DVD and YouTube-video).  
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The invisible Leadership is primarily Bankers but does include others, what

President Eisenhower referred to as the military industrial complex.  Those

whose industry and manufacturing result in monumental profit and riches. 

Bankers may be referred to as Banksters, which is an appropriate reference

since they are truly mobsters in every sense of the word.  They gain control by

lending money to a country, thereby creating an economic obligation that

serves as a means to control elected Leadership or dictators alike.  The

Banksters typically lend money until the country is unable to pay the bill and

becomes bankrupt, which is the case of the United States beginning in 1933. 

Our Elected Leadership becomes addicted to the easy money lent to them and

ultimately finds they are in a trap, from which they see no way out.  Let us take

a look at the language of the law authorizing the issuance of currency (Federal

Reserve Notes).

"Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the United States; (a) any direct obligation of the United

States; (b) any notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers acceptances acquired under the

provisions of this act, that any Federal Reserve Bank making such deposits in the manner

prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall be entitled to receive from the Comptroller of the

Currency, circulating notes in blank, duly registered and countersigned." – Banking Relief Act of

March 9, 1933, Title 4

(a) is public debt, like the issuance of Government bonds.

(b) is private debt.

Since the Federal Reserve Note is issued upon the deposit of DEBT, it is DEBT

CURRENCY.  And that is why you can’t own anything.  You cannot pay a debt

with a debt!

"Under the new law the money is issued to the banks in return for Government obligations, bills of

exchange, drafts, notes, trade acceptances, and banker's acceptances.  The money will be worth

100 cents on the dollar, because it is backed by the credit of the Nation.  It will represent a

mortgage on all the homes and other property of all the people in the Nation." - Congressional

record, March 9, 1933, House, Congressman Patman, 73rd Congress, Special Session, Volume

77, part 1, page 83

Yet, I suspect that Leadership knew all along that this borrowing of money

would lead to economic enslavement of the American people and Leadership

does not care.  The bankruptcy of the country puts the country into
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receivership and this is when the banksters have full control.  The United

States IS in receivership and has been since the 1930's.  

O-K, now we comprehend the two kinds of Leadership.

PEARL HARBOR
As we speak of our elected officials in this construction, like President Franklin

Roosevelt below, we must remember that their actions and policies are

determined by the Bankers, that is the creditor of the United States, the same

as today.  

The story of the attack on Pearl Harbor by Japanese forces on December 7,

1941, begins with Lieutenant Commander Arthur McCollum of the Far East

Desk of Naval Intelligence in Washington, D.C.  As World War II in Europe was

raging, the United States was still not part of it.  Leadership, especially

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, wanted the United States to enter the war,

although he spoke against entering war when running for office.  Lieutenant

Commander McCollum had written a memo that was circulating around the

offices of Leadership in Washington, D.C. This memo called for provoking

Japan into an overt act of war against the United States.  This would open the

door for the United States to enter World War II since Japan was an ally of

Germany.

McCollumn’s experiences made him uniquely groomed for the position he held

as related to Japan.  He had been born to Baptist parents in Nagasaki, Japan,

in 1898 and spent his youth in Japan, living in several Japanese cities.  Thus

he understood their culture.  McCollum attended the United States Naval

Academy and after graduation, this young Naval Officer was assigned to the

United States Embassy in Toyko, Japan.  There, he took a refresher course in

the Japanese language.  

McCollumn’s five page memo listed eight pressure points that could be used to

deliberately provoke Japan into an overt act of war against the United States. 

The upshot of the whole plan was to engineer a situation that would mobilize

reluctant Americans into joining Britain in their struggle against the German
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forces overrunning Europe and bombing Britain, in other words, to brainwash

Americans into entering World War II.  Opinion polls of 1940 showed that

Americans did not want involvement in yet another of the never-ending wars in

Europe.  Leadership believed that Americans needed a call to action, in short,

American minds needed some psychological profiling (brainwashing).  What

was needed was a MOBILIZING EVENT, such as an attack on the United States

by Japan.  This would provide that catalyst and open the door for brainwashing

the American people.  

Every intercepted message from Japan’s military or diplomatic corp was

decoded in Washington, D.C. and routed through the Far East Desk, which was

McCollum’s section, before being routed to Roosevelt.  

Points of the plan:

A. Make an arrangement with Britain for the use of British bases in the

Pacific region, especially Singapore.

B. Make arrangements with Holland for the use of base facilities in the

Dutch East Indies.

C. Give all possible aid to the Chinese.

D. Send heavy cruise ships to the Orient, Philippines and/or Singapore.

E. Send submarines into the Orient.

F. Keep the main Naval Strength of the Pacific close to Hawaii.

G. Require that the Dutch decline to grant Japan the much needed

economic concessions, especially oil.

H. Implement a complete United States trade embargo against Japan to

coincide with the same from Britain with the objective of destroying

Japan’s economy.

Leadership knew that this would eventually cause the Japanese to engage in

an overt act of war against the United States which could then be used to

manipulate the minds of the American people!

December 7, 1941 – Japan Bombs Pearl Harbor
In command of American Naval forces in the Pacific at the time is Admiral

Kimmel.  H. E. Kimmel, a four-star admiral was commanding the U.S. Pacific
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Fleet at the time of the Pearl Harbor attack.  Before the Pearl Harbor

Investigating Committee, Admiral Kimmel testifies: 

"We needed one thing, my vital need was the information available in Washington [D. C.] of the

intercepted dispatches, which told when and where Japan was poised to strike.  I did not get this

information." – Admiral Kimmel, testifying before the Pearl Harbor Investigating Committee.  

What was not known to the American people at the time is that Washington’s

code breakers had broken the Japanese Military and Diplomatic codes. 

Because the codes had been broken, Leadership in Washington, D.C. was fully

aware of Japan’s intent to attack Pearl Harbor along with WHEN that attack

would occur, but did not notify Admiral Kimmel, and it is this failure on the

part of Leadership Kimmel is referencing in his testimony above.

Washington Leadership had their scapegoat!  Kimmel was removed from

command and reduced to his permanent two-star rank of rear admiral.  He

would subsequently retire from the Navy with that rank.

The Mainstream Misleadia was then mobilized, and the minds of the American

people were psychologically profiled to enter World War II.  It is worthy of note

that in engineering the attack on Pearl Harbor and withholding tactical

information from reaching Admiral Kimmel, Leadership allowed the death of

around 2,400 Americans to get their way and meet their goals and agenda in

psychologically profiling the people of the United States.

The Atomic Bomb
Americans were told, by their elected officials, that dropping the nuclear bombs

on Nagasaki and Hiroshima was necessary to prevent a million American

casualties.  This was a lie!  We were never informed that Japan had been trying

to surrender for some months before the dropping of those two nuclear bombs. 

"[Secretary of State Edward] Stettinius called the meeting to order to discuss an urgent

matter; the Japanese were already privately suing for peace, which presented a grave

crisis. The atomic bomb would not be ready for several more months. ‘We have already

lost Germany,’ Stettinius said. ‘If Japan bows out, we will not have a live population on

which to test the bomb.’" - The Secret History of the Atomic Bomb; Mullins, June 1998
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So, to test the Atomic bomb on a live population, approximately 80,000 people

died instantly, and another 55,000 would die from the radiation and other

effects of the bomb, bringing the total death toll to 135,000 people with the

dropping of one nuclear bomb.

Gulf of Tonkin
OK, Pearl Harbor and the un-necessary dropping of two nuclear bombs are two

instances of considerable criminal behavior, now we remember the Gulf of

Tonkin.  There were actually two Gulf of Tonkin incidents, the first actually

occurred.  In the first instance, North Vietnam gun boats did attack an

American War Ship.  However, North Vietnam was under attack by the South

Vietnamese Navy and the Laotian Air Force.  And the USS Maddox was

engaged in aggressive intelligence gathering in North Vietnamese Waters when

attacked.

But it was not this first instance on which the lie to the American people was

set forth.  It was the claim of a second attack by North Vietnamese gun boats

by the Leadership of the United States that led to the passage of the Gulf of

Tonkin Resolution which escalated the Vietnam War.  And it was this LIE about

the second instance of attack that served as President Johnson's legal

justification for deploying US conventional forces and the commencement of

open warfare against North Vietnam.

In short, Leadership lied when it told Congress and the people of the United

States that North Vietnam had attacked an innocent American ship in neutral

waters.  This lie ultimately led to the escalation of the Vietnam War, resulting

in the deaths of 2-million Vietnamese, 1-million Laotians, 1-million

Cambodians, and 56,000 Americans.  Over four million people dead because

Leadership, and those who control them, wanted to become even more rich. 

Four-million people dead because of our Leadership, and then we wonder why

the people of this world don’t like us very much, nor trust us.

The point, of course, is that human life means absolutely nothing to either

visible or invisible Leadership.  Neither the lives of people in other countries,

nor for that matter, the lives of United States citizens.  We are all grease for
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their get wealthy and control the world resources and machinery.  And it’s

probably past time that we comprehend this matter.

RUBY RIDGE
Although a much smaller event in the loss of lives, still, the story of Randy

Weaver is, in my opinion, important to know.  Randy Weaver was a former

factory worker in Iowa, and a former Green Beret who served America

honorably before moving his family to Idaho in the 1980's in order to escape

what he, and his wife Vicki, saw as a corrupted world.  They bought about 20

acres of land on Ruby Ridge in 1983 and built a simple cabin.  

In 1984 a land dispute with neighbor Terry Kinnison emerged.  Kinnison lost

the lawsuit and was ordered by the court to pay Randy an additional $2,100

court costs and damages.  Following this, Kinnison wrote letters to the FBI,

Secret Service and county sheriff, alleging that Randy had threatened to kill the

Pope, the President and the governor of Idaho.   The Secret Service and FBI5

began an investigation in January of 1985.  

In February 1985, Randy and wife Vicki met with agents of the FBI, Secret

Service and investigators from the Boundary County Sheriff's office.  No

charges were filed.  

On February 28th, Randy and Vicki Weaver filed an affidavit with the county

courthouse alleging that personal enemies were plotting to provoke an FBI

attack on the Weaver family.  On May 6th, Randy and Vicki Weaver mailed a

letter to President of the United States, Ronald Reagan, in which they

expressed concern that enemies of the Weavers may have sent the President a

threatening letter with a forged signature.  No evidence of a threatening letter

surfaced, but at a later time this apology letter was cited by the government

prosecutor as an Overt Act of Conspiracy against the federal government.

 It is a fact that one can allege that another individual is committing a crime, knowing that their allegation
5

is a lie, and because it is thought they were reporting a crime, no civil liability attaches.  In other words, they cannot
be held accountable for their lying actions.  
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In July 1986, Randy was introduced to a BATF undercover informant, although

the informant status of the individual was not known to Randy.  Three years

later, the informant would claim that Randy had sold him two shotguns which

had been, conveniently, sawed off one-quarter inch below the legal limit.  Randy

denied this claim, saying that he sold the informant two shotguns that were

legal and that the informant had sawed them off after the purchase.  

In June of 1990, agents of the BATF used this concocted weapons issue in an

attempt to force Randy into becoming an undercover informant for

investigations into the Aryan Nation.  Randy refused.  This refusal resulted in

an indictment against Weaver on the issue of the two shotguns.

Pretending to be broken down motorists, BATF agents arrested both Randy and

Vicki when they stopped to assist what they thought to be someone in need of

help.  No charges were leveled against Vicki, and Randy was released on bail

and told that his trial would begin on February 19, 1991.  Probation Officer

Richins sent Randy a letter on February 7 and erroneously indicated that

Weaver's trial date had been moved to March 20th, when it was actually moved

to February 20th.

When Randy failed to show up on February 20th, the judge issued a bench

warrant for failure to appear.  On February 26th, a reporter phoned the

Probation Office and asked if Randy's failure to appear was due to the incorrect

date in the letter.  The honorable Chief Probation Officer, Terrence Hummel,

informed the judge's clerk of the incorrect date in the letter sent by Richins. 

The U.S. Marshal's Service and Weaver's attorney were also informed. 

However, the dis-honorable judge refused to withdraw the bench warrant and

reschedule another hearing on the matter. 

The surveillance of Randy Weaver included use of jet reconnaissance overflights

with aerial photographic analysis by the Defense Mapping Agency.  Also

included in this operation was the placement of high-resolution video

equipment, recording Weaver family activity from 1.5 miles away – 160 hours of

recording.
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On August 21, 1992, six U.S. Marshals were sent to find a suitable place to

ambush Weaver and arrest him.  In my research I have not come across any

reason why they didn't just knock on the door like the FBI, Secret Service and

County Sheriff had done previously.

One on-foot Marshall threw rocks toward the cabin and alerted the Weaver's

dog Striker, who began barking.  Friend Kevin Harris and 14 year old Sammy

Weaver exited the cabin hoping that there was some game they could bag since

the cabin was out of meat.  The dog Striker was cut loose with Sammy and

Harris close behind him.  Randy exited the cabin and took a different path.  

Striker found a couple U.S. Marshals and began his playful dance.  One agent

shot and killed the dog in front of Sammy.  Evidently Sammy fired his rifle

without hitting anyone, probably to get the unknown party to stop.  An agent

shot Sammy through his elbow, nearly taking the arm off the 14-year-old boy. 

Sammy turned to run back home and was shot in the back and killed.  Kevin

Harris fired and killed one of the Marshals.  

After the fire-fight, Sammy's body was recovered and put in the guest cabin

beside the main cabin.  And so ended what began as a tranquil and peaceful

evening on Ruby Ridge.

The next day Randy, Harris and sister Sara went to the guest cabin to pray

over Sammy and deal with their grief and loss.  FBI sniper Lon Horiuchi shot

Randy in the back.  Vicki Weaver was in the doorway of her cabin, holding her

10-month-old infant.  Agent Horiuchi fired a second round which tore off Vicki

Weaver’s lower jaw, severing her carotid artery.  She fell to the floor of her

cabin holding her infant.  Reports relate that her screams lasted about 15

seconds before she was dead.  The bullet that passed through Vicki also

wounded Kevin Harris in the chest.

The Department of Justice Office of Professional Responsibility report found

that the second shot did not satisfy constitutional standards for legal use of

deadly force.  The same report finds that the lack of request to surrender was

"inexcusable" since both Weaver and Harris were running for cover without

returning fire and were not an imminent threat.
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In the aftermath, Weaver was acquitted of all charges except missing his

original court date and violating bail conditions.  He was sentenced to 18

months with credit for time served.  He spent another 4 months in prison. 

Kevin Harris was acquitted on all charges.

A wrongful death suit was filed by the remaining Weaver family members and

brought Randy Weaver $100,000 and to his three daughters, one-million

dollars each.  In a civil law suit filed by Kevin Harris he would receive a

$380,000 settlement from the government.

It is clear in these civil suits, that the juries could clearly see the criminal

behavior of government Leadership and Agents, and did what they could in civil

court for these victims.

Sniper Lon Horiuchi was later promoted.

WACO, TEXAS
On April 19, 1993, eighty Americans would be murdered by Agents of the

United States, acting under polices and orders of United States Leadership, at

Waco, Texas.  Twelve of these Americans were children, younger than five years

of age.  

In 1929, a Seventh-day Adventist Sabbath School teacher named Victor Houteff

wrote a book which called for reformation of the church.  His message was not

well received or accepted by the church hierarchy and Houteff was banished

from the church.

He and his followers established a headquarters outside Waco, Texas in 1935. 

The point being that this religious community was not some johnny-come-

lately religious cult as portrayed by the mainstream misleadia.  In 1993, they

were now quite old and established.  They were called "Branch Davidians"

which had nothing to do with their current leader's name being David Koresh. 

The term "Davidian" reflected their belief in the restoration of the "Davidic

Kingdom."  As legitimate as any other religious belief.  
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Like all religions, including Catholic, Baptist, Mormon, Episcopal, this offshoot

of the Seventh Day Adventist's had their own belief or take on the Bible that

differed from the others in the same way other major religious denominations

differ in their beliefs, one from the other.  It is common knowledge, or should

be, that religions hold that theirs is the one true path to God and life

everlasting.

This religious group had been given permission to settle three villages,

although they lost two of them due to lack of people coming to inhabit them. 

But one survived.  The Christian folk of this simple community lived in a

communal plywood house they had built themselves. 

On February 28, 1993, a military style raid was conducted by elements of the

United States government, ostensibly to serve a search warrant.  But

something went horribly wrong and shooting began almost immediately.  One

Branch Davidian member, Wayne Martin, a graduate of Harvard University

Law School, called the emergency phone number, 9-1-1.  The transcript of the

9-1-1 call shows that at one point, while listening to the background noise,

Police Lt. Lynch says: "That's automatic weapon fire . . ."  Automatic machine

gun fire can be heard as helicopters pass overhead during this conversation

between Lt. Lynch and Wayne Martin: Here is a transcript section of that call:

Martin: They're still attacking.  

Lynch: Ah, right. 

Martin: There's a chopper with more of 'em. 

Lynch: What? 

Martin: Another chopper with more people – More guns goin' off.  Here they come!" 

Lynch: Ah, right. Wayne Cah (unintelligible) 

Martin: More firing! 

Lynch: [Unintelligible] 

Martin: That's not us. That's them! 

In the raid, six Branch Davidians and four BATF (Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco &

Firearms) agents were killed.  It is noted that each of the four agents killed

were former body guards for President Bill Clinton.  
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The helicopters used were obtained from the Texas National Guard on the

pretext of a drug laboratory located at Mount Carmel (the name given the

Branch Davidian home).  However, there was no drug related issues listed on

the warrant to be served that morning of February 28, 1993.  Nor was a drug

laboratory ever found.  Therefore, someone lied in order to acquire the National

Guard helicopter.  A criminal act within itself.

To neutralize opposition to government policy & actions, psychological profiling

of the American people was implemented in which David Koresh was marketed

as everybody's Satan.  To the atheist, he was presented as the religious fanatic. 

To the law-and-order types he was presented as the killer of four law

enforcement officers, even though they appeared to have been killed by

professional snipers, three with an accurately placed gunshot to the head and

the fourth with a shot that severed the aorta artery.  To the fundamentalist,

demonizing was effectively established by juxtaposing two allegations... 1) that

Koresh claimed to be Jesus Christ, and 2) Koresh kept a harem of other men's

wives.  Koresh was variously presented as a gun nut, a new age adherent, and

involved in drug trade.  And finally the coup de grâce... Koresh was a child

molester.  When the mainstream misleadia was finished with their demonizing

of Koresh, there was almost no one in America who didn’t hate him.

Because the American people were not (or are not) sufficiently aware of the

tactics of mind control, the government, with the willing assistance of the main

stream misleadia had effectively made David Koresh everybody's Satan.  It was

now O-K to murder this man and his followers, including innocent children.

Of the dead, 24 were under the age of 20 years old.  And for what?  Because of

suspicion there were machine guns on the property, which is legal in Texas

after paying a $200 fee.  The truth is that the Sheriff's office had previously

performed an investigation and no illegal weapons were found.  As it turned

out, the majority of weapons had been taken to a gun show early on the

morning of the raid.  There were almost none left at the Branch Davidian home.

Because we naïve Americans, me being one at the time, believed the false

assertions and outright lies set forth by government Leaders and officials at

this time, and left unquestioned by the compliant mainstream misleadia, over
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eighty of us are dead.  One can only surmise the true cause and reason for

such behavior by unreasonable, uncaring and dishonorable government

officials.  Was it intended to intimidate (read terrorize) other Americans who

have begun preparing for what they view as treasonous behavior by

Leadership?  Maybe.  Who knows, because there is no explanation forthcoming

from Leadership for the un-necessary actions and policies that lead to the

murder of these people (see "Waco, the Rules of Engagement").  

While I'm fully aware that such events may occur when overzealous

government agents are insufficiently supervised, what is not acceptable is that

government does not hold these murderous officials and agents accountable to

prevent future occurrences.  But there is a reason why they don’t do this.  It

has to do with the commercial, for profit, nature of government.

There is much more to this saga on WACO, but space limitations prevent the

inclusion here.  Those interested may go to: 

http://www.web-ak.com/waco/

In the aftermath of analyzing this event, I noticed that there were, what seemed

to me, considerable waves in the community of law enforcement and

administration of justice.  Perhaps this event gave Leadership an opportunity

to identify those in law enforcement and administration of justice who were not

going to support the criminal activities of Leadership, which may have provided

Leadership an opportunity to weed them out.

FIRING ALL UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS
Now forgotten by many is the fact that former President Bill Clinton fired all 93

U. S. Attorneys.  I don’t think we have yet heard the truth about this one. 

Perhaps, there was an intent by the Department of Justice and United States

Attorneys to expose and prosecute many of the both visible and invisible

Leadership of this country for Treason... who knows.  But this extraordinary

event was almost completely ignored by the mainstream misleadia where no

hardball questions were asked and no answers were gotten.  One would have to

conclude that Leadership was very concerned about something to take such an
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extraordinary step.

This reminds me of Jeff Foxworthy speaking of a family member who

intentionally wrote “male box” on the mail box.  As Jeff put it... “AND NO-BODY

GOT IT!”  Well, that has been the behavior of Americans for far too long, but

now, slowly but surely, it appears that they are starting to GET IT!

BOMBING OF THE MURRAH [FEDERAL] BUILDING
A now, mostly forgotten-event, is the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal

Building in Oklahoma City.  The explosion occurred on April 19, 1995, the

same month and day that Government Leadership and Agents murdered the

people in Waco, Texas, except, two years earlier.  Rather than paraphrase the

information from memory, let us read the analysis of the source, General

Benton K. Partin (Retired).  General Partin is a Chemical Engineer whose

military career centered on the destruction of hardened targets.  As such, he is

familiar with the abilities and signatures of all types of explosives.  For those

not interested in all the technical detail, I have highlighted text of interest.  That

said, let us read extracts from his analysis.

“The media and the Executive branch reported that the sole source of

the devastation was a single truck bomb consisting of 4,800 pounds of

ammonium nitrate, transported to the location in a Ryder Truck and

parked in front of the building.  It is impossible that the destruction

to the building could have resulted from such a bomb alone.

“To cause the damage pattern that occurred to the Murrah building,

there would have to have been demolition charges at several

supporting column bases, at locations not accessible from the

street, to supplement the truck bomb damage.  Indeed, a careful

examination of photographs showing the collapsed column bases

reveals a failure mode produced by demolition charges and not by a

blast from the truck bomb.

“To understand what caused the damage to the Murrah Building, one

needs to understand some basics about the use and nature of explosives.
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“First, blast through air is a very inefficient energy coupling mechanism

against heavily reinforced concrete beams and columns.

“Second, blast damage potential initially falls off more rapidly than an

inverse function of the distance cubed.  That is why in conventional

weapons development, one seeks accuracy over yield for hard targets. 

That is also why in the World Trade Center  bombing (where the only6

source of blast damage was a truck bomb) the column in the middle of

the bombed-out cavity was relatively untouched, although reinforced

concrete floors were completely stripped away for several floors above

and below the point of the bomb's detonation (see Time Magazine,

3-8-93, page 35).

“By contrast, heavily reinforced concrete structures can be destroyed

effectively through detonation of explosives in contact with the reinforced

concrete beams and columns.  For example, the entire building remains

in Oklahoma City were collapsed with 100-plus relatively small charges

inserted into drilled holes in the columns.  The total weight of all charges

was on the order of 200 pounds.

“The detonation wave pressure (1,000,000 to 1,500,000 pounds per

square inch) from a high detonation velocity contact explosive sweeps

into the column as a wave of compressive deformation.  Since the

pressure in the wave of deformation far exceeds the yield strength of the

concrete (about 3,500 pounds per square inch) by a factor of

approximately 300, the concrete is turned into granular sand and dust

until the wave dissipates to below the yield strength of the concrete.  This

leaves a relatively smooth but granular surface, with protruding, bare

reinforcement rods__a distinctive signature of damage by contact

explosives.  The effect of the contact explosive on the reinforcement rods

themselves can only be seen under microscopic metallurgical

examination.  (The rods are inertially confined during the explosion and

 For those who did not know or may have forgotten, the World Trade Center suffered a previous bombing
6

on February 26, 1993.  A van with explosives was parked in the underground garage and detonated.  Six people
were killed.  Was this another psychological manipulation attempt of the minds of the American people... perhaps,
it’s difficult to tell.
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survive basically intact because of their much higher yield strength and

plasticity.)

“When a reinforced concrete structure is damaged through air shock

coupling and the pressure is below the compressive yield strength of the

concrete, the failure mode is generally compressive structural fracture on

one side and tensile fracture on the other__ both characterized by cracks

and rough fracture surfaces.  Such a surface texture is very different

from the relatively smooth granular surface resulting from contact

explosives. 

Tab 2 [not included here] is a cross section view of the building looking

from the west.  The very large header or cross beam is shown at the

north edge of the third floor.  A large but smaller header is seen at the

recessed north edge of the second floor with a brace beam extending out

to the large columns in Row A.  The front of the whole building is glass.

Tab 3 shows the architectural layout of the first floor of the Murrah

Building and the location of the truck bomb with superimposed circles of

roughly equal levels of damage potential.  The explosive force drops

rapidly (initially proportional to one over the distance cubed) as the

shock front travels farther and farther away from the truck bomb.  After

the release wave, the shock front will propagate proportional to one over

the distance squared.

The maximum possible yield from 4800 pounds of ammonium nitrate

would be obtained if it were in a compressed sphere and detonated from

the center.  That would produce a 4.4 foot diameter sphere of detonation

products at about 500,000 pounds per square inch.  By the time the

blast wave hits the closest column, the pressure would have fallen

off to about 375 pounds per square inch.  That would be far below

the 3500 pound compressive yield strength of the concrete.  Any

column or beam failure from the truck bomb would therefore have been

from blast wave structural loading and not from any wave of deformation

in the concrete.
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The basic building structure consists of three rows of columns (35 feet

apart) with eleven columns in each row (20 feet apart).  The four corner

columns have an external clam-shell-like structure for air ducts, etc.  If

we label the column rows A, B, and C from front to back, and number

the columns 1 through 11 from left to right, then columns A2, A3, A4,

A5, A6, A7, A8, and B3 collapsed, essentially vertically.  Tab 2 shows a

very large reinforced concrete header at the floor level of the third floor of

column row A.  Much larger columns extend from the header down for

the odd-numbered columns, i.e., A3, A5, A7, and A9.  The even- and

odd-numbered columns extended from the top of the building down to

the header.  The foundation of the building is a heavy, reinforced

concrete slab with no sub-levels.

From the potential damage contours on Tab 3, and assuming the

single truck bomb, the pressure and impulse for collapsed columns

B4, B5 and A7 are all in the 25 to 35 pounds per square inch region. 

However, the much smaller and closer columns, B4 and B5, are still

standing, while the much larger column A7 is down.  Column B3 is

down with 42 percent less pressure and impulse than columns B4. 

These facts are sufficient reason to know that columns B3 and A7

had demolition charges on them.  Moreover, there is not sufficient

blast impulse at that range to collapse any of the three.  In fact,

columns B2, B4 and B5 all have the sheet rock and furring strip

finish still intact on the second and third floors except where

damaged by falling debris.

The large header across the front of the building at the third floor of Row

A was not blown back into the building as one may expect from such a

large bomb.  The header came straight down but rolled backward 90

degrees because the columns above the header rested off center toward

the back. 

And there you have it ladies and gentlemen.  There were charges placed on

support columns not accessible from the street.  In short, the destructive

damage to the Federal Building in Oklahoma City was an inside job.  And since

it were an inside job, and since that aspect has not been revealed nor has any
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insider been arrested and/or convicted, it is likely that this event was directed

by Leadership, although probably with no direct involvement.  And

Leadership’s Lee Harvey Oswald of the moment was one Timothy McVeigh, who

was convicted of this bombing.

Those old enough, and with good memories, may remember that a local

University seismograph recorded two separate blasts in this event, although

the mainstream misleadia made light of it.  Coordinating the truck blast with

the charges placed on support columns would have been nearly impossible,

thus, the University recording of the second blast.  Additionally, there were

witnesses who remember hearing two blasts.  But the mainstream misleadia

marginalized them as well.

For those who may not know, the evidence from the attack on Americans at

Waco, Texas, was kept in the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City.  All

the evidence was apparently destroyed in the bombing of the Murrah Building.

WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
This lie, that Iraq possessed weapons of mass destruction, is one of the more

recent ones and certainly one that most adults of today should remember well. 

In telling us this lie, President George Bush said:

“Either you are with US, or you are with the terrorists!” – President George W. Bush

Well, if I was with United States Leadership, then as now, then I am with the

TERRORISTS!  This lie was used to attack a country that had not harmed the

United States.  The premise was that they might be going to harm the United

States.  So now we have a policy of killing people because they might, someday,

decide to harm us.  Where does that non-sense STOP?  Meanwhile, it is the

United States that is making up lies to go into other countries and kill the

indigenous people.  In short, United States Leadership are the real terrorists!

Yes, there are probably lesser terrorists out there, but none as big or as

treacherous as the Leadership of the United States.  I want to choose my words

and be very careful here.  Given the past history of the Leadership of the
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United States, it is my grave concern that it is our Leadership who will engage

in implementing an unbelievable life ending event which could include the

detonation of a nuclear device or possibly the release of a biological agent

(disease) that wipes out hundreds of thousands if not millions of United States

citizens and other people – again, to psychologically profile (brainwash) the

minds of the American people!  And while it may be done covertly, Leadership

certainly controls sufficient numbers of people from all cultures to carry out

any such event.  But they have other means of brain-washing us.  Mind Control

is very real and practiced by United States Leadership (read Transformation

of America by Kathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips).

In attacking Iraq, the United States Leadership and their Banking Puppet

Master has gained control of a major supply of oil!  Death estimates in Iraq

range from 150,000 to a half-million.  This in a country of around 32-million

people.  I suspect the upper number to be more accurate.  Meanwhile, the lying

goes on!

September 11, 2001 – 9/11
The Official Story from the Leadership of the United States: 

“On the morning of September 11, 2001, nineteen men, armed with box

cutters, directed by a man on dialysis in a cave fortress, half-way around

the world, using a satellite phone and laptop computer, directed the most

sophisticated penetration of the most heavily defended air space in the

world, overpowering the passengers and combat trained pilots on four

commercial aircraft, before flying those planes wildly off course for over

an hour without being molested by a single fighter-interceptor.

“These nineteen hijackers, devout religious fundamentalists who liked to

drink alcohol, snort cocain, and live with pink-haired strippers managed

to KNOCK DOWN THREE BUILDINGS WITH TWO PLANES in New

York, while in Washington, a [terrorist] pilot who couldn’t handle a single

engine Cessna was able to fly a 757 airliner in a descending 8000 foot

270-degree cork-screw turn to come in exactly level with the ground,

hitting the Pentagon directly in the budget analysis office where

Department of Defense staffers were working on the mystery of the 2.3-
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trillion dollars that Defense Secretary, Donald Rumsfeld announced was

missing from the Pentagon’s coffers in a press conference the day before,

September 10, 2001.  

“Fortunately, the news anchors knew who did it within minutes – Osama

bin Laden.  The pundant’s knew within hours – Osama bin Laden.  The

Administration knew within a day – Terrorists who committed these acts

and those who harbor them.  And the evidence literally fell into the FBI’s

lap – ‘that a hijackers passport was found blocks from the World Trade

Center crash site if you can believe that.’ – CNN news man”  

“But for some reason a bunch of crazy conspiracy therosists demanded

an investigation into the greatest attack on American soil in history. 

That investigation was delayed, underfunded, set up to fail, a

conflict of interest, and a cover-up from start to finish.  It was based

on testimony extracted through torture, the records of which were

destroyed.  It failed to mention the existence of World Trade Center

Building-7, Able-Danger, P-Tech, Sibel Edmonds, the relationship

between Osama bin Laden and the CIA, and the drills of hijacked

airliners being flown into buildings that were being simulated at the

precise same time those events were actually happening.

“The Investigation Commission was lied to by the Pentagon, the CIA, the

Bush Administration, and as for George Bush and Dick Cheney, well, no

one knows what they told the 9/11 Investigation Commission because

they gave their testimony in secret, off the record, not under oath and

behind closed doors.

“The Investigation Commission did not bother to look at who funded the

attacks because that question is ultimately of “little practical significance”

[little = HUGE].  Still, the 9/11 Commission did brilliantly in answering

all the questions the public had, except most of the victims’ family

members’ questions, and pinned blame on all the people responsible,

although no-one so much as lost their job.  Determining that the attacks

were “failure of imagination” because “no-body in our government, at least,

and I don’t think the prior government could envision flying airplanes into
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buildings” – President George Bush.  Except the Pentagon, FEMA,

NORAD, and the NRO [National Reconnaissance Office].

“The CIA destroyed 2.5 terabytes of data on Able-Danger, but that’s OK

because it probably wasn’t important.  Meanwhile, the SEC [Securities

Exchange Commission] destroyed their records on the investigation into

the insider trading that took place just before the attacks, but that’s OK

because destroying the records of the largest investigation in SEC history

is just part of routine record keeping.  

“NIST [National Institute of Standards and Technology] has classified the

data that they used for their model of the collapse of World Trade Center

Building-7, but that’s OK because knowing how they made their model of

the collapse would “JEOPARDIZE PUBLIC SAFETY.”  

“Meanwhile, the FBI has argued that all their material related to their

investigation of 9/11 should be kept secret from the Public.  But that’s

OK because the FBI probably has nothing to hide.  

“And although Osama bin Laden lived in a cave fortress in the hills of

Afghanistan, he somehow got away.  Then he was hiding out in Tora

Bora, but somehow got away.  Then he lived in Abbottobad for years,

taunting the most comprehensive intelligence dragnet, employing the

most sophisticated technology in the history of the world, for a decade,

releasing video after video with complete impunity, while getting younger

and younger as he did so, before being found in a daring seal team raid

which was not recorded on video.  In which he did not resist, nor use his

wife as a human shield, and in which these crack special forces

operatives panicked and killed this un-armed man, supposedly the best

source of intelligence about those dastardly terrorists on the entire

planet.  Then they dumped his body in the ocean before telling anyone

about it.  This followed by a couple dozen of the seal team’s members

[later] dying in a helicopter crash in Afghanistan.  

“This is the Official Story of 9/11, brought to you by the people who have

lied to you at every step of the way, for years.  
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“If you have any questions about this story, you are a bat-shit, paranoid,

tin-foil head, dog-abusing, baby-hater, and will be reviled by everyone!  If

you love your country and/or freedom, happiness, rainbows, rock-n-roll,

puppy dogs, apple pie, and your grand-ma, you will never ever express

doubts about any part of this story to anyone, ever!” – The Corbett Report

And THAT, ladies and gentlemen, is what you are supposed to believe.  Do you? 

Or maybe you are a bit like me and think that there is no limit on murder and

treachery that the Leadership of the United States will not engage in to control

what we think and manipulate our minds.  While we may have been gullible in

the past, that does not mean that we must continue to be so.  

We may remember the cell phone calls that passengers and flight-crew made to

loved ones on September 11, 2001 (9-11).  And several of the callers reported

that they were in flight, that is, in the air.  The problem is that cell phones

don’t work at cruise-altitude.  Yet, the calls were evidently made, that could be

verified in phone records.  But since the cell phones don’t work at cruise-

altitude, then where was the airliner and passenger when the call was made? 

Obviously, it had to be on the ground, somewhere, someplace.  But Leadership

has not seen fit to identify the cellular phone tower used.

It’s been pretty well established that passenger planes did not hit the twin

towers, therefore, there were no passenger deaths because of airplanes hitting

the twin towers, or the Pentagon, or Shanksville, Pennsylvania.  So, what

happened to the passengers?  Where are the bodies of the passengers at the

Pentagon crash site?  Should we conclude that they are most likely dead and

covertly disposed of?

Regarding Shanksville, Pennsylvania:

"This crash was different. There was no wreckage, no bodies, and no noise." – Somerset

County Coroner Wallace Miller 

The American people have not been told the truth about the events of

September 11, 2001, yet.  Will they be told the truth?  Good question, probably

not in my life time.  It’s much like the Warren Commission’s investigation and
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report on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, that was sealed for

75-years.  I would have to live into my 90's to see it, and I’m certain that at that

age, I won’t care!

Weather Control
This is a tough one because there is little verifiable evidence.  However, there is

a great video titled Global Dimming, an excellent documentary worthy of

watching.  I originally viewed this video on YouTube, but a current search did

not turn up this video again at that source.  A web search did produce results

however, and that is the link above.

Some of you dear readers may have noticed the cloudy trail behind high flying

aircraft.  One such trail is a condensation trail which typically disappears very

rapidly and is of no concern.  However, there is another trail that is much like

a cloud and remains visible in the air for a long time.  This is a chemical trail for

the purpose of altering weather, and is of concern.  These chemical trails are

altering the weather and appear throughout the world, not just the United

States.  Since it is unlikely that other countries could finance such broad

distribution of chemicals, it is most

likely the invisible Leadership that is

behind this weather modification.  

Leadership has, in recent times,

made much ado about climate

change.  Well, they ought to know,

they’re behind it.  I have no doubt

that the drought in California rests in

the lap of Leadership.

In Alaska, there is a device covering many acres called HAARP (High Frequency

Active Auroral Research Program).  It has been in existence for many years, yet,

Leadership has not released any detailed information on its purpose, use or

technology.  Although HAARP officials always seem to be in denial, speculation

by respected researchers allege that HARRP is utilized in electromagnetic

warfare.  Others researchers claim that HAARP can, and has been used for the

THE CALIFORNIA DROUGHT:  Brought to you
by Government Leadership via the deployment
of weather altering chemicals from high flying
aircraft that leave a long cloud behind them
which does not rapidly dissipate. Government
Leadership creates the crisis and then bills
themselves as the only solution to the problem. It
might be time for us to pop our heads back out
into the sunshine.  Here in the United States,
responsibility falls directly in the lap of visible
Leadership.  
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modification of weather as well as to cause earthquakes resulting in tsunamis. 

It is possible that HAARP may be capable of disrupting global communications,

which, if true, opens the door to doing so and then blaming radical Muslims or

the Russians, whomever the villain of the day may be.  

Devaluation of the DOLLAR
How much has the DOLLAR devalued?  To determine how much Leadership

actions and policies has devalued the dollar, we look at the price of gold.  The

reason we use gold is because its purchasing power remains relatively constant

over time.  As an example...

In 1962, when I was 15-years of age, I was living with my Great Aunt and Uncle

at 2451 East Pennington Road in Live Oak, California.  They had a new three

bedroom Cardinal Home built on their lot for $13,000.  Gold was selling for

$35.35 an ounce.  Therefore, if we divide 13,000 by 35.35 we see that the home

was purchased for 367.75 ounces of gold.  Now let’s fast forward to this year

(2015), and we find that Gold has peaked out at $1,300 per ounce so far this

year (it’s now June).  

Therefore, if we multiply $1300 by 367.75 ounces of gold we get $478075.00 –

nearly a half million dollars, which would more than buy the modest three

bedroom home my Aunt and Uncle built.  It would probably buy two of them at

today’s prices.

How do we further interpret this?  Well, if we had a job that paid $2.25 an hour

in 1962 when gold was $35.35 an ounce, we can use change in the price of

gold over the years to determine what our wage would be today if it had kept

pace with the devaluation of the dollar.  To get the value of the dollar today, we

take the one-ounce-price of gold in 1962 ($35.35) and divide it by the one-

ounce-price of gold this year ($1,300).  

$35.35 / $1,300 = .02719

Therefore, today’s dollar has 2.719 cents (or $0.02719) the value of the 1962

dollar.  Therefore, to calculate the wage you would be receiving if your wages
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had kept pace with the engineered devaluation of the dollar, we divide $2.25 by

$0.02719 (2.719 cents).

$2.25 / $.02719 = $82. 75 per hour

And you would have the same purchasing power you did in 1962 at $2.25 an

hour.  It’s part of how Government Leadership steals your productivity and

makes the American people more destitute year by year, until poverty takes

over the majority.

In many cases we Americans are not aware of these simple facts, perhaps it’s

because we are not taught to think and analyze by the public school system, or

it may be because this information is not part of the public school curriculum

which is controlled by Leadership.  Other times it may be because the

mainstream misleadia has not done its job and informed the American people. 

And then they wonder why they are having a credibility problem!  Well, DUH!

"There is no such thing, at this date of the world's history, in America, as an independent press.
You know it and I know it.

There is not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know
beforehand that it would never appear in print. I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out
of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and any
of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets looking for
another job. If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four
hours my occupation would be gone.

The business of the journalist is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at
the feet of mammon, and to sell his country and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I
know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press?

We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks, they pull
the strings and we dance. Our talents, our possibilities and our lives are all the property of other
men. We are intellectual prostitutes." Attributed to John Swinton, Chief of Staff, New York Times.

Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933
This act contained the language of the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6,

1917.  Whereas the Trading with the Enemy Act specifically excluded domestic

transactions...
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“Except transactions to be executed wholly within the United States” –

Trading with the Enemy Act

and United States citizens 

“Except citizens of the United States” – Trading with the Enemy Act

from the operation of the law, the Banking Relief Act amended the exclusionary

language to include both, domestic transactions and the United States citizen.  

"by any person within the United States or any place subject to the

jurisdiction thereof." – Banking Relief Act

This act also gave retroactive as well as FUTURE APPROVAL to all executive

orders by the President of the United States or Secretary of Treasury,

destroying the separation of powers.

"The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations

heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the President

of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since March 4, 1933

pursuant to the authority conferred by subdivision (b) of section 5 of the Act

of October 6, 1917, as amended, are hereby approved and confirmed." -

TITLE I, Section 1, Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933

An alert reader may have noticed that the law made reference to the President

of the United States, but did not make reference to the Secretary of Treasury of

the United States.  That is because the reference to the Secretary of Treasury is

not a reference to the Secretary of Treasury of the United States, it is a

reference to the Secretary of Treasury of Puerto Rico, which is owned by the

United States.  Therefore, PRESIDENTIAL POWERS have been granted to a

foreign and un-elected individual.  Does anyone remember the mainstream

misleadia making any reference to this?  NO?  These actions certainly seem

criminal to me.  Can anyone see why the mainstream media may have a

credibility problem?
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In short, the American people had the language of an act of war, the Trading

with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, applied against them.  And having the

language of an Act of War applied against you is evidence that you have become

an identified enemy of the United States.  

Since the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917 gave government

Leadership total authoritarian control over the commercial activities of an

identified enemy of the United States, the Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933

fraudulently gave government Leadership total authoritarian control over the

commercial activities of the people of the United States.  The courts were, and

still are, a party to the FRAUD, and have been enforcing commercial

corporation rules (called statutes) against the American people to control every

aspect of their commercial activity and relationships.  In other words,

Leadership is controlling every aspect of the prosperity of the American people.

Conversion of Status
This was all accomplished by converting the status of the American people.  It

was accomplished when the American people apply for a Social Security

Account.  Notice of our change of status comes with our Social Security card

which spells our name in all capital letters, as is also seen on our credit cards,

drivers license, and other legal documents.  The all capital letters version of our

name converts us into a legal fiction, in this case a Trust and Transmitting

Utility.  A more detailed explanation is found in these two documents: My Dear

Archbishop  &   Shinola 101.  An additional document of interest is: Naming

Conventions

By converting us into a legal fiction, we have been converted into a dead

person, like a corporation.  All legal fictions are a dead person.  And dead

people do not have access to the constitution and Bill of Rights, nor any other

document intended for living people, like, for example, the Declaration of

Independence.  The courts of Leadership will presume you are a dead person

unless you successfully dispute this presumption, and “Shinola 101” will help

you do so.  “My Dear Archbishop” is a detailed accounting of the criminal fraud

of Leadership.
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The Commercial Nature of Government
In 1933, the whole of government became publically traded for profit.  This can

be confirmed on Dun & Bradstreet, an online service listing publically traded

for profit entities.  A search of Dun and Bradstreet will reveal that every Office,

Agency, Bureau, and Department of government is publically traded for profit. 

For a sampling of evidence, click here.  You will find listed:

1. 9th CIRCUIT COURT; 

2. UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT; 

3. FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT; 

4. BUTTE COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT; 

5. BUTTE COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION; 

6. CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND WILDLIFE; 

7. COUNTY OF ORANGE (Los Angeles); 

8. CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; 

9. CITY OF OROVILLE, INC.;

10. various CITY POLICE DEPARTMENTS; 

11. UNITED STATES CONGRESS; 

12. UNITED STATES SENATE; 

13. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT; 

14. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; 

15. EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS; 

16. OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT; 

17. CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT; 

18. UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT; 

19. UNITED STATES

as publically traded for profit, just to name a few.  

This creates a conflict of interest.  Let us take the Superior Court for example. 

The court has a fiduciary obligation to the administration of justice, but, being

publically traded for profit it also has an obligation to an investor.  And the

obligation to the investor trumps (is superior to) the obligation to the

administration of justice.  This creates an irreconcilable conflict of interest. 

The court makes money on every conviction.  Convictions are packaged and

sold on a securities and exchange.  And it is this way for every Office, Agency,
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Bureau and Department of government.  They all have an obligation to an

investor that trumps their fiduciary obligation.  Thus, they cannot serve the

people, instead, they must fleece the people in order to service their obligation

to an investor.  

And now we comprehend why someone lied to obtain an attack helicopter at

WACO.  We comprehend why Leadership lies to generate necessary public

support to attack other countries, like Iraq and Vietnam.  We comprehend why

Government is so secretive, it’s protecting its bankrupt cash register.  Once we

comprehend that Government is WALMART with guns, that is a commercial,

for profit, corporation, masquerading as an unbiased and honorable

Government, then many dots become connected regarding the behavior of such

a Government.

Because of the internet, the people are waking up to this monestrous con-job. 

Americans are waking up to the monumental FRAUD that has been

perpetrated upon them, their parents and grandparents, going back to the

1930's and beyond.  There does not appear to be a way for a person to be

informed, and still believe government Leadership to be honest and honorable.

Sociopath.  “someone who behaves in a dangerous or violent way towards

other people and does not feel guilty about such behavior” – Merriam

Webster on-line dictionary

And this defines the leadership of the United States, both visible and invisible. 

And it only continues as long as WE allow it!

Continuing to believe people who consistently lie to you is a choice!

[mhkeehn@gmail.com]
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